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AVMS ACQUIRES ELITE AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS
Seattle, WA, September 17, 2019 – Audio Visual Management Solutions (AVMS) announced
today that is has purchased ELITE Audio Visual Solutions, a full-service, on-site event technology
provider within the hospitality industry based in Scottsdale, AZ. ELITE has been delivering inhouse AV services that integrate seamlessly with the infrastructure and aesthetics of every venue
in which they operate since 2001.
“The entire AVMS team is truly excited about this collaboration,” stated Hobie Fugate, CEO of
AVMS. “ELITE is known for its creativity, imagination, and expertise within the audiovisual industry,
making them the perfect partner for us. Like the AVMS team, they are highly trained hospitality
professionals that handle all aspects of events and have intimate knowledge of each facility in
which they serve.”
ELITE’s executive leadership will remain in place to assist with the transition between the two
companies and offer expertise and guidance throughout the process.
“This collaboration between two great companies was the ideal next step in the evolution of our
company,” stated Chad Lucas, owner of ELITE Audio Visual Solutions. “The AVMS partnership
will provide a viable alternative to the status quo in the marketplace. Our customers are looking
for additional equipment and expertise and AVMS can provide this through their numerous
locations around the nation, breadth of resources, and technical experts.”
Audio Visual Management Solutions (AVMS) connects people with technology for results so
compelling that they keep coming back. For over 20 years, they have provided full-service
audiovisual solutions for corporations, events, and hotels. Their success took root through
customer satisfaction and resulting word-of-mouth. With partnerships in over 125 hotels, resorts
and event centers nationwide, and strategically located offices throughout the nation, AVMS is a
premier partner of event technology at any venue — anywhere you need. Their professional team
can take an inkling of a vision and take it full-scale into the unimaginable.
About AVMS
Partnering with hotels, resorts and venues from coast-to-coast, Audio Visual Management
Solutions (AVMS) combines innovation and expertise to achieve our customers’ goals. When
collaborating with AVMS, you are selecting a proven audiovisual provider that creates
unforgettable experiences with a hospitality approach. Since 1999, our team has delivered
solutions specifically designed to extend the reach of events and give our partners unmatched
value. AVMS’ 375+ flexible team members successfully produce thousands of meetings each
month. Whether you select us for an intimate gathering, special function, large convention or longterm partnership, we will ensure service excellence every time, on every event. For more
information about AVMS, visit: http://avms.com/
Find AVMS in leading hotels and anywhere you demand better experiences.
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